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TD-14429 "VT.H file feedback from forum customer: ""declaration uses the 
LPCTSTR type specifier, which is not 100% correct."""
TD-14591 "v6 Win32/WPF: app. control Tooltips are not themed. ""Same old 
style"" to the forum user, not updated like TD IDE tooltips"
TD-14973 TD 6.0 SP1 IDE Title Bar not updating
TD-15071 [TD60 Win32] MDI Caption Bar painting problem with older themes
TD-15208 Themed button text inconsistency
TD-15322 SetTipText method doesn't allow hWnd as parameter but only as an
sText
TD-15342 QuickToolTipPushbutton - SetTipText method doesn't clear 
tooltips set at design time
TD-15705 The state of some menu items does not correspond to the state of
their toolbar counterpart
TD-15727 "If Properties are called and the Attribute Inspector is part of
a tab within a docked dialog, the tab will not get activated"
TD-16759 IDE toolbars preferences dialog from Toobars is not themed. 
International computer not displaying in English
TD-16815 "TOM SQLSERVER: When creating a FIRST TIME TMADM user, password 
must be reset in SQLSERVER"
TD-16958 "OUTLINER: With either ""OR"" or ""AND"" (lower or uppercase) in
a Background Text or Group Box, the title appears in blue font in the outline"
TD-17092 "Remove initial space character from IDE context menu: 
Variables, Locals and Auto"
TD-17098 "Missing ""Alt+F"" and ""Alt+P"" shortcuts to switch from 
""Find"" and ""Replace"" tabs"
TD-17378 "Layout View - Dropping an Option Button on a form will display 
the button in its runtime ""Orange"" selected color"
TD-17383 Unexpected behavior when changing Outline Font
TD-17483 Background Text items are not getting refreshed when a change is
made. Design-time and run-time issue.
TD-17781 WM_SIZE message sent to MDI child form: 2 issues - wParam = 0 
always & WM_SIZE msg. sent 2 times for each size change of the form
TD-18999 Method Not Found: Unify.TD.Runtime.Flat.Sql.RollbackSession( )
TD-19208 Border property set to **None** on a ReportBuilder Box is 
ignored by SalReportPrintToFile() and SalReportPrintToFileEx()
TD-19660 SalTblSetColumnFlags() / COL_ReadOnly not working for GRID
TD-19771 WPF - Tool bar position property not working correctly
TD-19896 SAM_Destroy message is not received by modeless dialog when 
docked
TD-19930 Destroying a window on SAM_Activate of another form has hanging 
issues
TD-19935 IDE rendering usage issues
TD-19937 Outline tree view disappears if minimized in an app
TD-19972 SAM_Dock is not received when the window is moved from top to 
left in the corner
TD-19990 Active Coding Assistant does not diplay right parameters when 
function from a functional class is used
TD-20017 Scrolling issues in IDE when selecting lines past the visible 
display with the mouse
TD-20018 Scrolling issues in IDE when moving lines past the visible 
display with alt/down-arrow
TD-20029 Background color of pushbutton takes the theme color instead of 
the background of the form
TD-20056 "When null string is passed from .Net to TD dll, 
setzerolengthstringstonull=on setting is ignored"
TD-20068 Datafield Loses Focus With Sliding Docked Dlg
TD-20071 The popup menu freezes at runtime on a tabbed form
TD-20087 "Status bar of a dialog does not update CAP, NUM, SCROLL lock at
runtime"
TD-20115 VisTblSetRowColorEx sets the text colour using the background 
colour
TD-20116 Row bitmaps are only painted when grid is scrolled
TD-20117 Report crash when saved in 6.1
TD-20155 Background TEXT inheritance color not honored
TD-20186 MDI Child flickers when mouse is hovered over the borders
TD-20188 The border of a MDI child window is smaller than standard window
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TD-20205 ONLINE DOC does not mention COM out or in process cannot use any
UI (MODAL DLG etc...)
TD-20210 Not possible to enter large number in small column when it is 
right justified
TD-20212 Dragging and Moving a Grid Column to the right side doesn't work
correctly.
TD-20213 The title bar on an inactive MDI window displays actively with 
Windows 7 and Windows Classic theme
TD-20214 WM_CHAR behaves differently on grid compared to other controls
TD-20231 "Component menu's sub menu ""Replaced"" not working correctly"
TD-20240 Moving a rich text field in Report Builder causes RB to crash
TD-20241 Focus field is incorrect after reactivating a form window
TD-20242 Not possible to reactivate an application from the taskbar if 
the application contains a docked dialog with focus
TD-20253 Enter key does not create a CRLF in a Multiline field if a 
button has Enter key as accelerator
TD-20270 Datafields with Background color as 3D Face Color changes font 
to bold unnecessarily
TD-20282 SalTabAddPageNoSelect makes the application hang if the grid on 
the page added hasn't got the summary bar enabled
TD-20286 """Error encountered assembling"" a TD .NET Web Service"
TD-20292 SAM_AnyEdit is not being captured by DateTime Picker objects in 
.NET
TD-20296 When a form is minimized it is not possible to control the 
controls on another form
TD-20331 MDI child removes the caption during resize from the corners
TD-20332 SalStrLop removes null terminator from STRING_Null
TD-20377 Wrong Tool Tip
TD-20386 Report With Popup Edit Cell Type does not display
TD-20415 "With THEME_Office2007_R2_Silver, the grid row becomes 
unreadable when the focus is not on the selected row"
TD-20442 Grid loses focus when editing drop down column
TD-20443 Loss of image quality when we use SalReportPrintToFileEx to 
print PDF file
TD-20455 Concatenation of SB fetched LONG NVARCHAR with TD string no 
longer works
TD-20459 VisTblSetColColor doesn't work when inserting new rows
TD-20461 DOCK_None Toolbar random flickering
TD-20468 Top Level Menu Items cannot disable in .NET
TD-20471 Cannot evaluate constant in .NET debug mode
TD-20500 An object printed with Report Builder to RTF is smaller on XP as
compared to Windows 7
TD-20524 Print from Rich Text control displaying bad rendering with 
specific QRP
TD-20535 MS SS ODBC: Setting SqlUser = login name with an Umlaut/Finnish 
'scand' character generates error where name is corrupted in TD's default SQL 
Error dlg. box display string
TD-20559 Axis2C Webservice calling twice : Request to include a specific 
patch from AXIS2C
TD-20566 Report Builder ActiveX: buggy behavior when having a very large 
Page Header section in report
TD-20585 Double backslash constant '\\' error in report formula
TD-20652 Add Transparent background attribute for Push Buttons and Option
Buttons
TD-20679 Radio button check not repainted when using XP theme in specific
scenario
TD-20689 Tabbing in grid cells makes TD crash
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